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Abstract
Purpose
Accelerometers are increasingly used to obtain valuable descriptors of physical activity for
health research. The cut-points approach to segment accelerometer data is widely used in
physical activity research but requires resource expensive calibration studies and does not
make it easy to explore the information that can be gained for a variety of raw data metrics.
To address these limitations, we present a data-driven approach for segmenting and clus-
tering the accelerometer data using unsupervised machine learning.
Methods
The data used came from five hundred fourteen-year-old participants from the Millennium
cohort study who wore an accelerometer (GENEActiv) on their wrist on one weekday and
one weekend day. A Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM), configured to identify a maxi-
mum of ten behavioral states from five second averaged acceleration with and without addi-
tion of x, y, and z-angles, was used for segmenting and clustering of the data. A cut-points
approach was used as comparison.
Results
Time spent in behavioral states with or without angle metrics constituted eight and five prin-
cipal components to reach 95% explained variance, respectively; in comparison four com-
ponents were identified with the cut-points approach. In the HSMM with acceleration and
angle as input, the distributions for acceleration in the states showed similar groupings as
the cut-points categories, while more variety was seen in the distribution of angles.
Conclusion
Our unsupervised classification approach learns a construct of human behavior based on
the data it observes, without the need for resource expensive calibration studies, has the
ability to combine multiple data metrics, and offers a higher dimensional description of
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Introduction
Accelerometers are increasingly used for studying daily physical activity. A common technique
to process accelerometer data is the so called ‘cut-points’ approach. This approach allows cal-
culation of time spent with the acceleration registered by the accelerometer between certain
thresholds to define physical activity intensity levels (sedentary, light, moderate, vigorous), at
different bouts duration [1]. The threshold values used in this approach are calibrated relative
to an indirect calorimetry derived metabolic equivalent (MET) level which, in brief, is a proxy
for energy expenditure relative to rest [2,3]. Results from the cut-points approach are easy to
report and reproduce. However, this approach comes with several challenges. Firstly, a known
challenge is the complex relationships of acceleration with energy expenditure, activity types,
study populations, and study designs, make that cut-points easily overfit to the experimental
conditions under which they are derived. Secondly, the approach involves many parameters,
such as bout length, that are often chosen without a clear exercise physiological motivation.
Thirdly, the cut-points approach leads to collinearity between classes which partly result from
the compositional nature of the data [4] and partly from causal relations between behaviors
[5]. This collinearity complicates the study of interactions between behavioral categories [6].
The cut-point approach traditionally used the magnitude of acceleration as its input. The
orientation of the accelerometer under static conditions has also emerged as an additional
informative metric to detect human posture [7], more recently for the detection of sleep [8],
and in the Sedentary Sphere method for detecting sitting behavior and visualizing the data [9].
Further, the data can also be explored using automated methods such as machine learning.
Machine learning methods that use labelled data, referred to as supervised machine learning,
have previously been used for activity type classification and energy expenditure estimation
[10–13]. Although such methods have shown potential for physical activity intensity assess-
ment, they have disadvantages similar to the cut-points approach in that the trained classifier
may overfit to the specific experimental conditions under which it was trained. Unsupervised
machine learning on the other hand has received less attention in relation to physical activity
intensity assessment. These methods are data-driven, allow identification of the characteristic
states in the data, and can be applied to free-living data directly. Note that they are called states
rather than categories, because they are defined by a Markov model rather than by absolute
thresholds. As a result, they do not require time consuming and expensive calibration studies
including a year of work to plan and conduct the study, they do not require costs related to
exercise laboratory usage, and they may avoid arbitrary decisions in the design of the cut-point
approach.
We hypothesize that if such a data-driven approach to segment the data is only provided
with input data that has a known physiological meaning like the magnitude of acceleration, it
may be possible to learn physiologically meaningful segments in the data. If successful, this
would overcome limitations of the methods requiring population sample calibration, such as
the cut-point approach. Our primary aim is to implement HSMM to identify states character-
ized by the intensity of the activity undertaken. There is currently no gold standard method
for categorising activity intensity. We therefore assess the comparability of our new approach
with the traditional cut-points approach, by looking at collinearity between time spent across
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different activity intensity states and between cut-point categories. Large collinearity between
intensity states or categories complicates modeling behavioral interactions. We will investigate
this collinearity with correlation analysis and principal component analysis [6,14–16]. Further,
we examined the plausibility of the relation between resulting HSMM-defined activity inten-
sity states, cut-points categories and time-use diary records. A supplementary aim was to assess
the influence of adding accelerometer orientation metrics. In this study we used data from 500
fourteen-year-old participants.
Methods
Participants
Members of the Millennium Cohort Study (MCS), a longitudinal study managed by the Centre
for Longitudinal Studies at the UCL Institute of Education participated. The MCS follows over
19,000 young people in the UK born in 2000/1, conducting home interviews every 2 to 4 years.
Its sixth survey, at age 14, included the collection of physical activity data using wrist-worn
activity monitors [17–19]. The study obtained ethical approval from the National Research
Ethics Service (NRES) Research Ethics Committee (REC)–London Central (ref: 13/LO/1786).
Written consent was first required from a parent/guardian, and verbal consent from the cohort
member [17,19]. A random subset of 500 participants was selected for the present analysis.
Millennium Cohort Sixth Sweep data, protocols and metadata are available to the scientific
community, under DOI 10.5255/UKDA-SN-8156-3.
Study protocol
Interviewers placed tri-axial accelerometers (GENEActiv) with respondents during home visits
and requested them to wear the device on their non-dominant wrist for two complete days;
one during the week and one at the weekend, randomly selected at time of placement. Each
day lasted for 24 hours: from 4 am in the morning to 4am the following morning. Participants
received text messages reminding them to complete the tasks on the selected days. Upon com-
pletion of the second day of activity data collection respondents were required to return the
accelerometer in a pre-paid envelope. The accelerometer sample frequency was set at 40 Hertz
and the dynamic range was ±8g. The orientation of the acceleration axes, seen from the ana-
tomical position, is as follows: the x-axis points in medio-lateral direction (direction of
thumb), the y-axis in longitudinal direction (direction of middle finger), and the z-axis in dor-
sal-ventral direction (perpendicular to skin). For further details on the study design and proto-
col see [18,19]. Additionally, participants were asked to record their categories of behavior in a
time use diary[17]. Participants were asked to provide a full record of what they did on the two
days (activities), from 4am to 4am the next day, as well as where they were, who they were
with, and how much they liked each activity—using pre-coded lists. Participants were offered
the choice between an app and online version (with a paper version available for those unable
or unwilling to use one of the other two).
Accelerometer data pre-processing
The raw data from the accelerometer is processed with R package GGIR [20] which extracts the
two days on which the accelerometer was supposed to be worn (days defined from 4am to 4am).
Next, it estimates calibration error based on static periods in the data and corrected if necessary
[21], and estimates accelerometer non wear time using a previously reported algorithm [22,23].
The main metrics extracted from the data are five second average of the vector magnitude of
body acceleration and the orientation of each of the three acceleration sensors relative to the
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horizontal plane. The vector magnitude of acceleration is calculated as Euclidian Norm Minus
One (ENMO), which in formula corresponds to maxf
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
accx2 þ accy2 þ accz2
p
  1; 0g, with
accx, accy, and accz referring to the three orthogonal acceleration axes pointing in the lateral,
distal, and ventral directions, respectively. From here on, we will refer to the ENMO value as
simply acceleration. The orientation angles of the acceleration axis relative to the horizontal
plane are calculated as anglez ¼ tan  1
acczffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
accx2þaccy2
p
� �
� 180
p
; angley ¼ tan  1
accyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
accx2þaccz2
p
� �
� 180
p
,
and anglex ¼ tan  1
accxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
accy2þaccz2
p
� �
� 180
p
.
For all continuous time periods with no z-angle change of more than 5 degrees lasting at
least 5 minutes, the acceleration values were set to zero to take out the possible influence of
increased calibration error during sustained inactivity periods, e.g. as a result of temperature
[21].
To account for variation in sign of the signal as a result of wearing the accelerometer upside
down, the angles were corrected as follows: If the value for the x-angle has a positive median
during all time periods detected as active (calculation described in the next section) then
the device is considered to be worn incorrectly, in that case, the x-angle and y-angle (flipped
around zero) are negated to mirror the orientation.
Conventional cut-points approach
The acceleration magnitude and angle-z metric are used to assign each of the 5-second epochs
to one of the following ten exclusive categories:
• Sustained inactivity: all continuous time periods with no z-angle change of more than 5
degrees lasting at least 5 minutes [8];
• Inactivity: defined, outside identified sustained inactivity, as acceleration below 40 mg,
divided into periods of inactivity lasting less than 10 minutes, bouts of inactivity lasting
between 10 and 29.9 minutes, and bouts of inactivity for at least 30 minutes;
• Light physical activity (LPA): defined as acceleration between 40 and 120 mg, subdivided
into spontaneous LPA lasting less than 1 minute, bouts LPA lasting between 1 and 9.9 min-
utes, and bouts LPA lasting at least 10 minutes;
• Moderate or vigorous physical activity (MVPA): defined as acceleration above 120 mg, sub-
divided into spontaneous MVPA lasting less than 1 minute, bouts MVPA lasting between 1
and 9.9 minutes, and bouts MVPA lasting at least 10 minutes.
In order to account for natural variations into acceleration values inside one activity bout,
bouts were calculated so that short interruptions accumulate to no more than 20% of the bout
length (MVPA) and no more than 10% (light and inactivity bouts). Further, interruptions in
bouts are not allowed to last longer than a minute, and interruptions in bouts are counted
towards the time spent in bouts over a day. The duration of all bouts was defined as the time
elapsed between the start (first epoch meeting the threshold criteria) and the end (last epoch
meeting the threshold criteria) of the episode. The bouts were computed with function g.getb-
out from R package GGIR, metric 4.
In the absence of validated cut-points for our population, we used the reported acceleration
values across activity types in children and adults from a study by Hildebrand and colleagues
[24]. The choice for three intensity levels, inactivity, light and MVPA, is widely used in the
physical activity research community. The sub-classification of these levels in bout durations,
was guided by the common practice to look for bouts of at least 10 minute of MVPA [1], and
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the common practice of looking for bouts of at least 30 minutes inactivity or sedentary behav-
ior [25]. The sustained inactivity category has been shown to be a proxy for sleeping time
in adults [8], but could generally be interpreted as time segments without movement and
rotation.
Hidden semi-Markov models
The goal of using an unsupervised method is to segment the data in time periods that can be
clustered into segments with similar behavior. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) as used by
others for accelerometer data [26,27] do not model the duration of the state. The related Hid-
den Semi-Markov Models (HSMM) have the advantage of modelling time distribution for the
different behavioral states. HSMM have proven to be valuable for similar segmentation tasks
in ubiquitous computing [28,29]. In a Hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) clustering is
performed into hidden states. The word hidden is used because the states are not directly
observed, but found by the algorithm. Further, the abstract word states is used for the data
clusters because we do not know (yet) what physical activity intensity category they represent.
However, in practice a state can be interpreted as a physical activity intensity category, with its
own characteristic distributions of orientation and acceleration values (the observations that
are not hidden) and a characteristic distribution of duration. A graphical representation of the
HSMM is visualized in Fig 1.
The HSMM is an extension of the widely used Hidden Markov Model [30]. The difference
with traditional Hidden Markov models is an explicit distribution for duration of the state.
This duration, sometimes called sojourn time, is the number of time steps that the model
resides in one state before transitioning to the next state.
The observations (acceleration and orientation values) are modelled as Multivariate Gauss-
ian distributions, where each state holds its own mean and variance parameters. The durations
are modelled as discrete Poisson distribution, where each state holds its own lambda parame-
ter. In addition, there is a transition probability matrix that indicates how likely it is from each
state to transition to each other state.
Fig 1. Hidden Semi-Markov model (HSMM), explained schematically (above) and an example of the resulting
segmentation (below). The observations (accelerometer metrics), denoted by x, are segmented into states of variable
length. Segmentation by the HSMM is based on the model distributions for duration and observations, and transition
probabilities between states.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g001
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The parameters of the model (observation distribution parameters, duration distribution
parameters, transition matrix), are learned in a Bayesian manner, with a Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process HSMM (HDP-HSMM) as presented in [31]. In Bayesian parameter learning, all
parameters are represented as prior distributions, and are updated based on the data (Bayesian
inference). The specific inference method used for the HDP-HSMM is Gibbs sampling with
weak limit approximate algorithm. In Gibbs sampling, each of the parameters is updated itera-
tively, by sampling from the conditional probabilities for that parameter, based on the current
estimated distributions.
In the HDP-HSMM, the transition probabilities between the states are represented as a
Dirchlet Process for, in principle, an infinite number of states. However, the number of states
is not actually going to be infinite for the following reasons: the Dirichlet Processes share a
common parameter that causes the model to favor a small number of states; the weak limit
approximate algorithm assumes a maximum number of states (needs to be provided by the
user), and the actual number of states is inferred by the model with states being dropped if
there are no transitions going in and out of them. Therefore, the number of states can be
smaller than the maximum number of states defined by the user.
The forward-backward algorithm calculates the distribution over states, conditioned on the
observed data and all model parameters. It serves as a step in the Gibbs sampling, and is used
to determine optimal state sequence for a given observation sequence. In the forward pass
of this algorithm, the initial state assignment and duration is randomly sampled from the dis-
tribution. Note that this random sampling can result in slightly different state assignments in
multiple runs of the algorithm.
HSMM parameters. There are several choices that influence the runtime of training the
model. Since the forward-backward algorithm is used in each iteration of the training with
Gibbs sampling, the complexity of this algorithm contributes to the total training time. The
forward-backward algorithm has a runtime of O(T � N � dmax + T � N2) [31]. In this formula, T
is the length of the sequence, N is the number of states and dmax is a maximum chosen dura-
tion length.
The maximum state duration dmax is a user defined input to control training time. We set
dmax at 720 five second epochs, which corresponds to 60 minutes.
The maximum number of states Nmax is an input for the weak limit algorithm. Although
the number of states is inferred by the algorithm, it can be useful to limit the number of states.
It is more computationally efficient to have a small number of states, and easier to interpret
the resulting states. Nmax = 10 was evaluated, similar to the number of cut-points categories.
The number of iterations of Gibbs sampling needs to be chosen so that the algorithm con-
verges to a stable parameter set. Early stopping is introduced when the hamming distance
between the assigned states of two consecutive iterations is smaller than 0.05. In other words,
convergence is reached if not more than 5% of the time steps are assigned a different state than
in the previous iteration. Further, we chose a maximum of 15 iterations.
Lastly, the metrics that are used as observations in the model can be varied. We experi-
mented with two models with different observations as input. The first model used only accel-
eration, the second model used acceleration together with anglex, angley and anglez. We will
further refer to the resulting models as the acceleration model and the acceleration+angles
model, respectively. The information used acceleration model is most comparable to the cut-
points approach, since the cut-points approach only uses angle for one out of the ten catego-
ries. It is not possible in HSMM to instruct the model to use specific variables for only a single
state.
For the implementation of the Bayesian HSMMs the python package pyhsmm (https://
github.com/mattjj/pyhsmm) is used, the code is available on Github ([32] and [33]).
Segmenting accelerometer data from daily life with unsupervised machine learning
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Evaluation
In the following sections, we use the term ‘categories’ to distinguish those slices for the cut-
points approach and we use the term ‘states’ to discriminate between those slices for the
HSMM approach.
Time spent in each state per day and cut-points category was calculated for participants
with full 24 hours of data. Principal component analysis was used on the time spent in states
and cut-point categories separately. Next, the cumulative variance of principal components,
starting at the first principal component, was used to quantify the number of principal compo-
nents needed to explain at least 95% of the variance across all principal components. This
number of required principal components was used as an indicator for the information
dimensionality produced by the cut-points approach, HSMM approach with only acceleration,
and the HSMM approach with acceleration+angles, in order to assess whether the angle vari-
able added to the dimensionality of the activity pattern. The PCA statistics give an indication
of collinearity between the variables: the more components are needed to explain the variance
of the data, the less colinear the variables are. As an alternative way of looking at information
dimensionality we also looked at the cross correlation between states and between cut-point
categories.
Next, to assess comparability of the cut-points and HSMM approaches, correlation coeffi-
cients were calculated between time spent in states and cut-points categories, grouped by
acceleration level. We expect that the states come with a plausible variation with respect to the
conventional method output. To investigate the differences, a descriptive comparison was
done of HSMM states, acceleration values, angle values, cut-points categories, and time use
diary records. To ease interpretation, only days of measurement with full 24 hours of valid
data (no accelerometer non-wear time) were considered for the descriptive comparison
[22,34]. We will focus mostly on the HSMM models using acceleration+angles since we expect
the addition of angle variables to give extra insights, acceleration only results will be reported
in the supplement.
We choose a sample size of 500 participants for two reasons. First, we would like to demon-
strate that the HSMM also works in relatively small samples, such that it can be applied in
wide range of study conditions not limited to larger cohorts. Cut-points are typically derived
from laboratory studies with less than 100 participants by which 500 participants is still a large
sample size. Second, adding more data would increase the computing time. To evaluate that a
subsample can generalize to a larger population we tested the reproducibility. A HSMM model
was trained on a random subset of 250 participants out of the total set of 500, Nmax = 10,
using only the acceleration variable since this makes it easier to compare state distributions.
The states of the original model trained on 500 participants and the model trained on the sub-
set were sorted on acceleration mean so that a match between corresponding states of both
models could be made. The model parameters (mean and sigma for the observation distribu-
tions, lambda for the duration distributions) of the corresponding states of the two models
were compared. Evaluation were based on the closeness of distributions for each state using
the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is an information-theoretic measure to calculate the
distance between two statistical distributions [35]. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is denoted
with KL(P|Q), where P is the distribution of the observed values as learned by the original
model on 500 participants, and Q the corresponding distribution for the subset model.
Results
A total of 9122 participants accepted to wear the accelerometer, 4970 participants returned
the accelerometer and time use diary, out of which a random subsample of data from 500
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participants was used for the present study. The demographics of this sample are shown in
Table 1. Note that the data of all 500 participants, regardless of whether the data was complete,
could be used for training the HSMM model. The demographics of the participants who wore
the accelerometer for 24 hours on both days are also shown in Table 1. In the calculation of
the acceleration values on average 31% (standard deviation 5%) of the of the epochs were
replaced by zero.
Correlation analyses and PCA
Ten different states were found by the HSMM training for both the models using acceleration
only and using acceleration+angles. The percentage of explained variance for the number of
principal components of the derived time use variables is plotted in Fig 2. The lower the curve
is, the more dimensions of information the dataset has. Four, five, and eight principle compo-
nents were needed to explain 95% of the variance of the variables for the cut-points categories
(10 variables were input), acceleration HSMM model (10 variables were input), and accelera-
tion+angle HSMM model (10 variables were input), respectively.
The absolute correlation between time spent in the 10 different cut-points defined physical
activity categories was 0.27±0.24 (range: 0.01–0.85), for the states of the acceleration model it
was 0.25±0.18 (range: 0.00–0.77) and for the acceleration+angles model it was 0.20±0.13
(range: 0.01–0.52), as illustrated in Fig 3. For the cut-points categories, there were 8 combina-
tions of variables (out of 45 combinations) that had an absolute correlation of more than 0.5,
for the acceleration model and the acceleration+angles model there were 6 and 1 combinations
respectively.
Comparison of acceleration and angles to cut-points states
Distributions in acceleration values, angle values, and durations varied by state and threshold
categories, see Fig 4. We labeled the states with letters in increasing order of average
Table 1. Characteristics of subsets.
Data for training Data for comparisons
N 500 200
Sex 42.4% male 41.5% male
BMI (kg/m2) 21.3 ± 4.2 21.2 ± 3.9
Country England 59.8% 61.5%
Northern Ireland 10.9% 8.5%
Scotland 12.5% 12.0%
Wales 16.8% 18.0%
Equivalized household income quintiles from lowest to highest 1 10.1% 7.0%
2 13.1% 13.5%
3 20.4% 21.5%
4 29.1% 25.5%
5 27.3% 32.5%.
Valid data per day (hours) 21.0 (IQR: 20.2–24.0) 24.0 (for all)
MVPA guideline met� 38.8% 44.6%
Acceleration (mg)��: Mean ± standard deviation, 31 ± 13 34±13
[IQR: Inter quartile range;
� Percentage of participants that spent at least 60 minutes in MVPA on at least one day;
�� calculated with metric ENMO, see text]
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.t001
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acceleration. In Table 2 we see how much time the participants spent on average in each cut-
points category and each state. A detailed description of the states in the acceleration+angles
model is given in the supplement. We also compare the values in Table 2 for parallels between
states and cut-points categories. The same can be done for the acceleration model (available in
S1 Table of the supplement).
The model states and cut-points categories can both be grouped in combinations of respec-
tively states and categories that have similar acceleration levels, corresponding to sustained
inactivity, inactivity, LPA and MVPA, see Table 2. States were grouped as follows: the group
{A, B} corresponds to sustained inactivity, states {C, D, E, F} to inactivity, states {G, H, I} to
LPA and state {J} to MVPA. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the time spent per
grouped cut-points category and the time spent per grouped states were 0.69, 0.56, 0.72 and
0.88, respectively for each level of activity defined.
The cut-points categories differed in duration by design (standard deviation of duration
means = 15.9 minutes), while less difference was observed in durations between states (Fig 5)
as there were all shorter than 17 minutes and standard deviation of the duration means was 4.3
minutes for the acceleration model and 2.9 minutes for the acceleration+angles model. In con-
trast, the distribution of angle values is different for the states with similar acceleration levels.
The average values in the cut-points categories for the x, y and z angles have a standard devia-
tion of respectively 8.1, 9.3 and 6.6 degrees over all cut-points categories, whereas over the
states this is 31.7, 21.6 and 31.7 degrees.
Comparison against time use diary
To assess whether there is a relation between the states and activities reported in the time use
diary, we focused on the 10 most common activities reported in the time use diary, see Table 3
for a comparison with the acceleration+angles model (the same table for the acceleration
Fig 2. Scree plot showing the explained variance for principal components of time spent in cut-points categories
and HSMM states for the HSMM based on acceleration and the HSMM based on acceleration+angles.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g002
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model is available as S2 Table in the supplement). The sustained inactivity states {A, B} are
mostly present during sleep. Strongly sedentary activities, such as “Watching tv‥” and “Playing
electronic games‥” have most time steps in the inactivate states {C, D, E, F}, which is consistent
with our comparisons against the cut-points approach. States {G, H, I} present more time in
activities such as speaking or eating a meal. State J appears as a mix of short time in different
activities.
Reproducibility
The states of the acceleration model trained on a subset of 250 participants were sorted on
acceleration mean and then matched with the states from the model trained on the full data set
of 500 participants. The model parameters (acceleration mean and variance, duration mean
and variance) are plotted in Figs 6 and 7. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for the
Fig 3. Correlation (top) and absolute value of correlation (bottom) matrices for cut-points categories and model states. The values in the bottom plots are not
shown, but can be derived from the top plots by the reader.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g003
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acceleration distributions is below 1.0 for all state combinations except the two states with
small durations. The duration distributions are less consistent over the two models, with 4 out
of 10 state combinations having a KL divergence of larger than 1. The calculated KL diver-
gences are listed in the supplement in S3 Table.
Discussion
This study proposes an unsupervised Hidden semi-Markov Model (HSMM) to segment and
cluster data from wearable accelerometers. The HSMM is a possible alternative for the widely-
used cut-points approach as it does not require resource expensive calibration studies. The
increased use of raw data accelerometry in recent years has resulted also in the need for a new
calibration study for every population and every new acceleration processing metric to be used
when relying on the cut-points approach [36–41]. Furthermore, these calibration studies are
Fig 4. Boxplots for acceleration and angle values per HSMM state (acceleration+angles model, left column) and
cut-points category (right column).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g004
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typically limited to small numbers of participants and activity types, thus generalization to dif-
ferent populations and conditions is a known problem [42]. The HSMM approach, examined
in the present study, learns ‘states’ from the data, which are described by the mean and vari-
ance of the observations (accelerometer derived time series) and by the lambda of their Pois-
son distributed duration. An important strength of our implementation of the HSMM is that
it relies on a small set of input metrics that are relatively easy to interpret in the domain of
movement intensity. The HSMM has this advantage of interpretability over other approaches,
such as Deep Neural Networks. We intentionally do not use other signal features, because that
Table 2. Average time spent (minutes) per participant per day in each state from the acceleration+angle method and cut-points category. The states are sorted on
mean acceleration, resulting in higher numbers around the diagonal.
state
A B C D E F G H I J total Avg acc
cat 1—sustained inactivity 197 105 29 0 43 37 2 5 13 0 432 0.0
2—non-bouted inactivity 2 6 32 30 44 52 28 41 47 2 284 14.5
3–10–29.9min inactivity 3 7 23 26 23 33 12 15 15 1 156 13.3
4—> = 30min inactivity 4 12 46 50 34 59 18 27 28 2 280 13.3
5—non-bouted LPA 0 0 0 0 2 3 19 66 43 7 142 71.6
6–1–9.9min LPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 5 1 15 75.1
7—> = 10min LPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 77.3
8—non-bouted MVPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 10 19 23 57 220.4
9–1–9.9min MVPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 15 28 286.7
10—> = 10min MVPA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6 9 17 310.5
total 206 131 130 106 146 185 88 175 186 60 1412
avg acc 0.0 0.6 6.5 7.4 7.8 9.6 42.5 55.9 58.2 305.2
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.t002
Fig 5. Durations for each HSMM state (acceleration+angles model) (left) and each cut-points category (right).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g005
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Table 3. Average time spent (minutes) per participant per day in each state (acceleration+angles model) and the top 10 activities.
state
A B C D E F G H I J total
Sleeping and resting (including sick in bed) 132.2 81.3 27.2 30.8 41.7 45.8 17.9 21.8 26.6 4.7 429.9
In class 0.9 1.5 8.0 6.2 10.0 20.5 8.0 19.9 18.6 6.4 99.9
Watch TV, DVDs, downloaded videos 4.4 4.4 12.7 11.3 8.8 12.8 7.2 12.6 11.7 3.4 89.4
Speaking, socialising face-to-face 1.5 1.0 7.7 4.1 6.8 7.0 4.0 10.5 10.4 3.6 56.4
Personal care (including taking a shower/bath, grooming, getting dressed etc.) 2.9 2.7 5.2 3.6 5.3 5.8 4.3 8.3 8.4 2.9 49.4
Eating a meal 1.0 1.2 5.6 4.1 5.9 6.7 4.0 8.5 8.6 3.0 48.6
Playing electronic games and Apps 1.7 1.4 6.6 4.6 6.3 8.4 3.4 6.8 6.7 1.7 47.6
Other activities not listed 1.2 1.0 3.0 2.0 3.5 3.7 2.8 6.0 6.8 2.3 32.2
Homework 1.2 1.0 3.8 2.5 3.6 4.8 2.3 4.8 4.3 1.3 29.6
Travel by car, van (including vehicles owned by friends and family) 0.5 0.6 2.5 1.6 3.4 3.9 2.7 5.7 5.6 2.1 28.6
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.t003
Fig 6. Mean and variance parameters for acceleration.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g006
Fig 7. Lambda and variance of parameters of the duration distribution.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208692.g007
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would introduce the risk that the HSMM model detects activity types rather than intensity.
Activity type is a different dimension of physical activity and mistakenly classifying types
would undermine interpretation. Therefore, our comparison with the time use diary should be
interpreted with care as time use categories do not only reflect variations in intensity.
Our findings show that the HSMM derived states were related to cut-points categories. For
example, the HSMM found short lasting states with high acceleration and long lasting states
with low acceleration, which is consistent with data derived from cut-points approaches. Fur-
ther, when states and cut-points categories are grouped by acceleration level, correlations of
0.56 and higher are observed between th e two approaches. The mean acceleration for some of
the states was close to the threshold value used in the cut-points approach, which indicates dis-
agreement on the range or distribution of acceleration for typical behaviors. The distributions
of durations in the HSMM states is also different from the cut-point categories. However,
these differences may well be explained by the fact that the HSMM is driven by the distribu-
tions in observations (accelerometer recording) from data collected outside a laboratory in the
daily life of British teenagers, while the cut-points approach in our case was driven by cut-
points derived from Norwegian children and adults performing a very specific set of activity
types in a laboratory setting. By showing most states to last less than 17 minutes, our results
contribute to the debate about current practice to quantify physical activity and inactivity in
ten minute bouts [43] and thirty minute bouts respectively [44]. Consequently, it may not be
surprising that no perfect agreement is found between the cut-points approach and the
HSMM approach. More importantly, the HSMM covers a plausible range of acceleration levels
(low, medium, and high), durations (from less than a minute to more than 30 minutes), and to
some extent, although difficult to interpret, angle ranges. Further, it was reassuring to observe
that the principal component analyses applied to time spent in states has a less steep scree plot
compared to time use variables based on the cut-points approach. This indicates that research
on interactions between behaviors will be less challenged by collinearity. An important
strength of the HSMM is that it can account for multi-variate input, even if no prior theory
exists on why or how the additional input variables could contribute. In contrast, the cut-
points approach needs such a theory [45]. Our PCA results indicates that adding the angles
offers a description of physical activity with less collinearity and possibly higher dimensions
compared to using acceleration only.
The HSMM approach allows us to move towards a description of physical behavior based
on, and driven by, the accelerometer data that can feasibly be collected in both small and large
scale populations. The HSMM is not biased by the subjective nature of self-report methods,
avoids the complexities of accounting for inter-individual variation in body composition in
energy expenditure estimation and the variation in the relationship between body composition
and energy expenditure between activity types, and avoids the difficulties with generalizability
of supervised learning techniques that rely on training data composed of small numbers of
participants and/or activity types. The HSMM approach will not directly fit into the research
framework aimed at providing public recommendation on layman constructs like steps or
minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity per day. However, HSMM may speed up
and facilitate a data driven approach that could help to understand how variations in activity
characteristics, as measured by acceleration and arm angle, relate to health and disease.
Strengths and limitations
The agreements between time spent in the HSMM states and time use diary categories were
poor. Reasons for this are likely to rely on the fact that the time use diary collects broad infor-
mation on activity type (10 items) and activity context using low time resolution (10-minute
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slot) in comparison to the physical activity intensity construct as measured by the cut-points
approach. Nevertheless, the time use diary allowed us to evaluate how these two constructs
relate to one another. A challenge in the design of the present study was that there exists no
gold standard for intensity profiling of physical activity in a real life setting in a representative
population. Therefore, we combined a variety of analyses to assess the comparability of
HSMM and cut-points approach from different perspectives. Future studies might comple-
ment the evaluation of models trained on real life data, with data from lab studies, where activ-
ities and energy expenditure can be directly measured with indirect calorimetry [24,40,46].
The states found by the HSMM are based on patterns in the data and are not specific for the
research question of a user. Therefore, when using the HSMM states as physical behavior
descriptors in further research, it might be good practice to undertake post-processing of the
data. This includes, for example, grouping states that have similar characteristics regarding the
research question (e.g. similar acceleration level), or using the majority state for a larger win-
dow to adjust for the desired time granularity.
In practice, it seems not to be feasible to let the model converge to very consistent state
assignment (e.g. < 1% Hamming distance). It is not clear from theory how much of this is
attributed to variance in the data, and how much could be gained with more training itera-
tions. Therefore, future research (both empirical and theoretical) is needed to investigate the
relationship between data size, population characteristics, and convergence.
Future research is needed to better understand the application of HSMMs on physical activ-
ity data. For example, the number of states can be varied to optimize face validity, while retain-
ing interpretability and feasibility in terms of training time. The same holds for the size of the
input time frame: instead of 5-second time frames, smaller or larger time frames can be used
as input. It is also possible to include more input metrics in the model, although that may also
complicate the interpretation of the states. In the present study we limited the number of met-
rics to facilitate a standardized comparison with the cut-points approach and to facilitate inter-
pretation. The use of the z-angle for sustained inactivity detection in the cut-points approach
does not undermine the standardized comparison, because the HSMM model also uses this
information: When calculating the magnitude of acceleration that is used as input for the
HSMM model, values are replaced by zero when the z-angle is constant for a five minutes. The
use of different distributions to represent the data in the HSMM model could be investigated,
such as a log-normal distribution for the acceleration metric.
The use of metrics that describe the orientation of the device imposes challenges. Firstly,
the interpretation of the distributions of the angle values is difficult, asking for visualization
and comparison to specific activities to distinguish between states with different angle distribu-
tions. Secondly, the correct wear position of the device becomes crucial. In this work, we took
a heuristic approach at correcting for improper worn devices. Future research is needed to
build a reliable classifier that determines the wear position if signal metrics are used that are
body side dependent [47].
Separation of gravitational and calibration of acceleration sensor data is a known challenge
[21,22] and the estimates of acceleration are not entirely free from calibration error. By replac-
ing the magnitude of acceleration by zero for the time segments where the accelerometer does
not change orientation we ensure that: calibration error as a function of accelerometer orienta-
tion does not influence the segmentation of the acceleration data; the contribution of white sig-
nal noise to the magnitude of acceleration is minimized, and; bias caused by calibration error
is as close to zero across the recording.
We chose a random subset of 500 participants in this study, because we wanted to demon-
strate that the HSMM method works in relatively small data sets. Suitability for small datasets
is important for uncommon study populations, including the very old, rare diseases, and
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populations in hard to reach rural areas. The reproducibility experiment suggests that the
model for a smaller subset of 250 approaches the model trained on the data of all 500 partici-
pants, except for the rarest states. This provides us with confidence that the model generalizes
well to more data from the same target group and is not overfitted to the data it is trained on.
However, the question remains how much the model generalizes to other populations, e.g. age
groups or countries. If enough data are available, it is also possible to train the model for a spe-
cific person; this would however make it more difficult to relate the resulting states among the
participants. This is a problem of finding the right balance between a model optimized in spe-
cific population, and a model that representative for the general population.
The cut-points approach has known limitations, but despite these limitations it has been of
tremendous value to the physical activity research community for decades. Therefore, we felt it
important to aim for comparability with the traditional approach, while at the same time try-
ing to address one of its limitations. Future analyses to compare the associations of time spent
in categories assessed by the cut-point approach and states assessed by the HSMM with health
outcomes in different population setting will allow to assess the value of the HSMM approach
for research. We conclude that applying Hidden Semi-Markov Models results in informative
states, based on the data from a real-world setting. It is possible to relate the states to conven-
tional cut-points categories, to interpret the meaning of the states. The unsupervised model
can easily incorporate multiple input metrics, so that the states provide a higher dimensional
description of physical behavior.
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